Lesson 3 Book 10
Look and read. Put a tick (√) or cross (×) in the box.(2)

1.

2.

3.

4.

1This is an old laboratory.
2.This helps us travel very fast to far places.
3.She doesn’t try hard to learn English.
4. He has the flu and he is energetic.
Choose the best answer.)3(
5. Nasireddin Toosi ……………….. Maragheh Observatory when he was studying the planets.

a) studied

b) built

c) traveled

d) helped

6. We use a …………. to take and keep pictures very easily.
a) telephone

b) computer

c) camera

d) light bulb

7. No success is possible …………… hard work
a) with

b) without

c) by

d) in

8. Great scientists never felt weak and they never..…… when they were doing research.

a) gave up

b) try

c) invent

d) work

9. Edison had more than 1,000 …………..
a) invent
b) inventor
c) inventions
d) invite
10.Today I will ......... watching TV and just study . Can you help me with physics?
a) quit

b) find

c) hear

d) succeed

Match the definitions.)1)
11.belief

a. to find an answer to a problem

12.quit / give up

b. to grow or change into a stronger, larger or better form

13.solve

c.something that you believe
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14.develop

d.to stop doing something

Read the text and fill the blanks with the following words(2)
Invention

deaf

invent

interested

Alexander Graham Bell is most famous for his 15…………… of the telephone. He
first became 16…………….. in the science of sound because both his mother and
wife were 17 …………. Alexander Graham Bell and Thomas Watson were able to
18 ……………. the telephone. The first words spoken over the telephone were by

Alex. They were "Mr. Watson, come here, I want to see you".
Write a sentence about each picture.(use the following words) (1)
talk,

19.

grow up,

energetic,

doing research

20.

19…………..………………………………………

20…………………………………………

Odd one out. (1.5)
21- a. grow up

b. develop

c. destroy

d. increase

22- a. observatory

b. library

c. laboratory

d. memory

23- a. powerful

b. weak

c. strong

d. energetic

Write the proper reflexives.(0.5)
(myself,yourself,herself,himself,itself,ourselves,yourselves,themselves)

24.The cat broke the window. …………………………………
25.She did her homework. …………………………………
Choose the best answer(0.5)
26. Newton was ……………… under a tree when an apple hit his head.
a) sit
27.

b) sits

c) sat

d) sitting

A: are you sure that the door isn’t open?
B: yes, I ………….. closed the door.
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a) himself

b) herself

c) ourselves

d) myself

Mahsa and Roya are talking about what yesterday happened. Complete their
conversation.(1.5)

Roya: Have you seen Zahra these days?
Mahsa: Yes. I saw her in the library yesterday , she (28)................
Roya: What were you doing when it was raining heavily?
Mahsa: Oh, I love rain. I (29)....................... under rain with my friends.
Roya: When were you at home?
Mahsa: About 5 o’clock.
Roya: Were you eating dinner when I called you last night?
Mahsa:Yes, I (30).......................................when you called me.

Fill in the blanks with the given words. (4)
hearing- cool- scientist- medicine- develop- quit- camera- belief
31-Avicenna was the most famous Iranian ………………
32-How was the film? It was……………… !
33-If you want to be healthy you should……………………smoking.
34-Mina was taking photos with her …………………… yesterday.
35-Our ……………………in Allah helps us in difficult times.
36-This class can…………………….your speaking skill.
37-Edison lost his………………….at the age of 12.
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38-Razi taught …………………..to many young people while he was working in Ray
Hospital.

Read the passage and answer the questions).3(
Who is a scientist?
Thr world around us is full of amazing things. Knowing this beautiful world is
very interesting for humans. One group of people who study the world are
scientists. A scientist studies nature, animals or people. Scientists work hard
and do research to solve problems, find facts or invent new things. Scientists
learn about the world by observing and experimenting.
Some scientists become very famous and rich. Many people around the world
may remember their names and faces. But this is not what they call success.
They feel successful when they solve problems and find answers to their
questions.
Are these sentences true or

false.(39-40)

39.Only scientists like to study the world…………………
40.Scientists think success means becoming rich………………..

Read the story again and answer these questions:
41.How do scientists learn about the world?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
42.What does an inventor do?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Goodluck
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